TAKILMA CAPS - A FUNDRAISER FOR THE TCB

Caps are available in your choice of 3 styles, 3 colors, and 3 embroidery options. Please mark the number of caps you want next to any you would like (and no need to mark zero on ones you don’t want).

ORGANIC COTTON TWILL "CORPS" STYLE

Black
_____ "TAKILMA"/dragonfly
_____ "DOME SCHOOL"/dragonfly
_____ Just the dragonfly

Jungle Green
_____ "TAKILMA"/dragonfly
_____ "DOME SCHOOL"/dragonfly
_____ Just the dragonfly

Manzanita
_____ "TAKILMA"/dragonfly
_____ "DOME SCHOOL"/dragonfly
_____ Just the dragonfly
(a cardinal/burgundy-ish)

HEMP TRUCKER BASEBALL CAP

Brown/Oyster:
_____ "TAKILMA"/dragonfly
_____ "DOME SCHOOL"/dragonfly
_____ Just the dragonfly

Olive/Oyster:
_____ "TAKILMA"/dragonfly
_____ "DOME SCHOOL"/dragonfly
_____ Just the dragonfly

Navy/Oyster:
_____ "TAKILMA"/dragonfly
_____ "DOME SCHOOL"/dragonfly
_____ Just the dragonfly

ORGANIC COTTON TRUCKER BASEBALL CAP

Charcoal/Black:
_____ "TAKILMA"/dragonfly
_____ "DOME SCHOOL"/dragonfly
_____ Just the dragonfly

Olive/Oyster:
_____ "TAKILMA"/dragonfly
_____ "DOME SCHOOL"/dragonfly
_____ Just the dragonfly

Red/Oyster:
_____ "TAKILMA"/dragonfly
_____ "DOME SCHOOL"/dragonfly
_____ Just the dragonfly

TOTAL # CAPS: ________ X $25 = ____________
(total due upon delivery)

PHONE & EMAIL CONTACT

Name ___________________________ Phone _______________________

Email ___________________________

Our hope is to have the caps on hand by the Dome School 40th Birthday Party on Saturday, November 12. If we get them that week, you can pick them up at the event. If they come in later (or much sooner), pick-up will be in school/TCB office (Monday-Friday, 9:00am-2:30pm). Please pay for the caps when you receive them.